
Join the International Students’ Committee
Your Tasks

What we are looking for

What you can expect

Our year is split into two phases, the first from September to February and the second from February to 
June. You can join for either both or, as a few do, just for the second phase. In each phase the team will 
be taking on different responsibilities. These are some we had in past years:

Market and Project Phase (September–February)
• Marketing & Communications (COM): manage marketing campaigns, media relations, and design 

products
• Leaders of Tomorrow (LoT): promote the Global Essay Competition, select global young talents, and 

bring them to St. Gallen
• Innovation & Technology (IT): improve the digital customer journey, manage technological projects, get 

a mentor from Accenture
• Key Accounts (Sales): acquisition and retention of our global community of partners, organise 

Year-Round Events

Operations Phase (February–June)
• Food and Beverage (F&B): organise all food and drinks on site
• Participants’ Services (TNS): contact point for all participtants
• Transport (TRP): coordinate travels of all participants
• Social Sessions (SOC): organise unique evening events and parties
• Technical Operations (TECH): plan the symposium site infrastructure and safety concept
• LoT, IT and COM: keep their previous roles with an increased focus on operational tasks

• Solution-oriented team player who has the flexibility to master complex challenges
• Creative mindset to develop cross-generational dialogue
• Reliable, structured and committed work ethic
• Strive to meet ambitious targets and resilience under pressure
• Advanced level of spoken and written English, German understanding
• Student at the University of St. Gallen who have passed the Assessment Year  
• Full-time commitment for ten, respectively five months to make the next St. Gallen Symposium a 

success

• Learn how to plan, structure and operate a year of dialogue and a world-class conference
• Engage with a global network of top-level executives and leaders
• Tackle personal growth through facing complex situations and receiving professional training
• Experience team spirit and become part of the 50+ year old ISC community and benefit from these 

relationships for a lifetime
• Receive 12 Campus Credits for an entire year in the team, or 8 Campus Credits for half a year of 

involvement
• Be eligible for the 8 ECTS elective block course “Project Management and Controlling” in fall (only in 

your Bachelors) 
• Receive goodies from partners such as Hugo Boss or Samsonite


